SUBJECT: Switchable Magnetic Ground Clamps

Tweco is proud to introduce the new magnetic ground clamp. It’s simple to use - just turn the knob. It’s easy to operate and mounts on all surfaces.

Turn the knob clockwise and you instantly have a secure grip. Perfect for flat and pipe applications.

Available in 200, 300, and 600 Amp sizes, these ground clamps are designed to save welders time and money.

Add convenience to your next welding job with the Switchable Magnetic Ground Clamp from Tweco.

The magnetic ground clamps are only available in master packs: 200 Amp Clamp (10 per pack), 300 Amp Clamp (10 per pack) and 600 Amp Clamp (5 per pack).

Clamps can withstand heat up to 176°F (80°C).

Features and Benefits

- Saves welders time and money
- Cuts set up time
- Convenient tab to easily attach ground line
- Clamp can be used to ground on flat, round, and irregular surfaces
- Choose between 200, 300, and 600 Amp clamps to meet any welding need
- Magnetic field is simple to turn on and off, making use and clean up quick and easy
- Easy to mount: simply attach your ground line to bolt connector tab
- Can withstand heat up to 176°F (80°C)
- Magnetic switch is easy to operate: a simple turn of the knob

Proven parts, recognized and trusted worldwide
### 200 Amp (10 per pack)

**Specifications**
- **Part Number**: SMGC200
- **Stock Number**: 92551060
- **Height**: 2.5"
- **Width**: 1.58"
- **Length**: 2.19"
- **Weight**: 0.38 lbs.

### 300 Amp (10 per pack)

**Specifications**
- **Part Number**: SMGC300
- **Stock Number**: 92551061
- **Height**: 2.26"
- **Width**: 1.58"
- **Length**: 2.7"
- **Weight**: 0.61 lbs.

### 600 Amp (5 per pack)

**Specifications**
- **Part Number**: SMGC600
- **Stock Number**: 92551062
- **Height**: 2.6"
- **Width**: 2.83"
- **Length**: 4.09"
- **Weight**: 2.0 lbs.

### Ordering

Additional information on the Tweco manual welding products can be obtained in the full line product catalog, 64-2103. It can be viewed and downloaded in PDF format from our website: www.tweco.com. Order this catalog online by using our website literature order form.
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